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SELF ADHESIVE
SCREW COVERS

Self Adhesive Screw Covers are 

designed specifically to hide the 

screw covers on the interior of the 

caravan. Most modern decorative 

panels are produced laminating 

a cover material onto 

plywood, mdf or composite 

laminate. These cover materials 

can be either paper 

backed vinyls, paper 

foils, pvc’s or acrylics. We stock 

and convert a huge range of 

these cover materials, in a variety 

of modern and contemporary 

designs into self-adhesive screw 

covers to be used as an 

alternative to traditional push on 

plastic caps.

Product Features
No glue needed, self-adhesive for easy application.

Takes away the risk of a choking hazard – traditional push on caps 

can be removed young children

Produced using actual cover materials and not digital reproductions 

ensuring exact matches to the cover material for a seamless 

appearance.

Strong and robust.

Available in multi sizes and multi colours.

Technical Data
Construction - Wood grain cellulose, vinyl or paper backed vinyl surface with 

modified solvent acrylic adhesive system

Adhesive performance - Peel adhesion on V2A steel after 20 min at 300 

mm/min. and 23°c > 20N/25mm

Shear adhesion - 25 mm² on V2A steel, 1 kg weight at 23° and 50 % rel. 

atmospheric humidity – > 5hours

Temperature range – – 10°C – + 60°C RETURN TO 

DIAGRAM



WALLBOARD TAPE

Our Jagenberg laminator is capable of handling wallpaper log widths of up to 1.35m and reel diameter of up 

to 600mm, enabling us to process jumbo logs direct from the manufacturer. Our fully trained operators have 

worked on base papers from 70 grams per square metre to 200 grams per square metre and our CNC 

controlled Cevenini ED400 fully automatic lathe slitter is acknowledged as being one of the most accurate in 

the industry with a slitting tolerance of +/- 0.05mm to ensure our finished rolls are of the highest quality.

Whilst our standard wallboard tapes are produced in a variety of widths at 50m roll lengths, we also supply 

the aftermarket with 5M & 10m length rolls and due to our longevity within the industry, still hold wallpaper 

designs in stock from our inception.

Caravan interiors are constructed using either composite panels or decorative wallboards. When two of these boards or panels, 

butt up to each other, a joint is created that then needs to be hidden, using either a decorative moulding or a wallboard jointing 

tape. Whilst decorative mouldings are an effective solution, the advantage of a wallboard tape is cost and weight savings, both 

critical in touring manufacturing but also of benefit in static manufacturing as the cost savings can be up to 50% when compared

to D Mould.

We have been producing self-adhesive wallboard tapes from our inception in 2002. Our finished products are 

moisture stable, plasticizer resistant and will adhere to both embossed and debossed surfaces. Our specialist 

acrylic adhesive systems have been carefully designed and modified, ensuring that the adhesives will perform 

on a whole range of surfaces including paper-backed vinyl, in either solid or multiprint lacquered designs, and 

cellulose papers, including the current Superflex varieties. Many of the current wallpapers have up to two or 

three colour prints, comprising PVC/PVA based inks. After printing, some papers are impregnated and coated 

with different proportions of resins, stabilisers and acrylate dispersions, depending on desired hardness or 

flexibility, together with acid-hardening lacquer’s both catalytic and thermal. It is imperative, therefore, that our 

adhesive is permanent and is not affected any of these variants. We also include in our range a scrim 

reinforced, ultra-high coat weight adhesive, specifically for challenging wallboards with low surface energy.
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EAZI-STOPS™
BUMPER FEET

Uses and Properties
•Used as feet, stops, spacers, protectors,

•Noise and vibration resistant

•Non-slip

•Excellent adhesive properties,

•Excellent heat dissipation qualities

•Excellent sound-damping qualities,

•Abrasion resistant

•UV resistant

•Guaranteed not to leave any marks on surfaces

•Transparent appearance, Guaranteed not to yellow

•Simple to apply, discreet and extremely hard wearing

•Produced from polyurethane (highly durable)

Eazi-Stops™ is a branded division of Hillcroft North West Ltd.

Our range of Eazi-Stops™ 

bumper feet are manufactured 

to exacting tolerances and are 

of the highest quality. We hold 

large finished stocks and have 

the flexibility to turn around 

bespoke orders in fast lead 

times. Our standard colours 

are clear and black, but other 

colours are available with 

minimum order quantities.
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https://www.eazi-stops.com/


MIRROR MOUNTING
VELCRO® Brand Heavy Duty

VELCRO® Brand Heavy Duty is just that bit tougher than 

our everyday VELCRO Brand® Stick On. These coins, 

strips and tapes have 50% more holding power thanks to 

the moulded plastic hook feature and boast a seriously 

strong, water-resistant adhesive.

This means that even whilst the caravan is moving, 

VELCRO® Brand Heavy Duty will keep mirrors and other 

wall features perfectly secure.

VELCRO® Brand Heavy Duty is perfect for mounting 

mirrors and other requirements within the caravan.
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BUNDLING AND STRUCTURED CABLING
VELCRO® Brand One-Wrap

One-Wrap® is the ultimate, reusable, back to back self-

gripping tape. It has a low profile loop on one side and 

plastic hooks on the other. The strap can be cut to any 

length and will never peel. One-Wrap® straps are perfect 

for creating permanent and reusable ties for cables within 

caravans. It is strong enough to hold but will not damage 

any wires. They are strong, reusable, adjustable and 

gently protect fragile wires in the safest way.

ONE-WRAP® tape and straps are the safe, reusable, 

adjustable alternative to plastic cable ties making it a 

more sustainable product for the environment.

Potential Uses
Charging Cables

Kitchen Utensils Cables

TV/Computer Cables

Unused Cables for storage

Currently available in 

Black.
Other colours available, 

subject to minimum order 

quantity.
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CARPET ATTACHMENT
NON SLIP MESH OR VELCRO

VELCRO® BRAND FASTENER
Another attachment method as an alternative to 

press studs is VELCRO® Brand Fasteners.

Using VELCRO® Brand Fasteners allows the carpet 
to be placed down securely and with ease. 

VELCRO® Brand Fasteners are also undetectable as 
they are easily colour matched to the carpet, 

making them unnoticeable whilst still holding the 
carpet firmly in place.

NON SLIP MESH
Traditionally, Caravan Manufacturers use press 

studs to attach carpets to the caravan floor. 
However, using these can cause alignment  

difficulties during fitting. 

An Alternative to this is non slip mesh. Applying 
this between the carpet and the flooring reduces 

movement and provides a secure base for the 
carpet.
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VELCRO BRAND ALFALOK
ROOF LIGHT SURROUND

VELCRO® Brand ALFA-LOK™ fastener is perfect for 

holding roof light surrounds in place. The quadrilobed 

mushroom shape of the tape ensures a firm and 

reliable connection.

Using ALFA-LOK™ allows the surround trim to be 

removed and/or replaced.

EXTERNAL PANELLING
VELCRO® Brand ALFA-LOK™ fastener is a strong, self-

engaging tape and is easy to use, it is an excellent solution 

to holding external panelling onto the caravan.

VELCRO® Brand ALFA-LOK™ is a more desirable fastener 

than gun grade sealant as the sealant carries inherent 

weight. Whilst gun grade adhesives are an effective fixing 

solution, the advantage of using ALFA-LOK ™ is cost and 

weight savings, both critical in touring manufacturing but 

also of benefit in static manufacturing as the cost savings 

can be significant when compared to gun grade sealants.
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VELCRO BRAND PRODUCTS

VELCRO® Brand Fastener –

PS14 Self Adhesive
PS14 Self adhesive VELCRO® Brand is 

one of the most popular fasteners in 

the range, available on 25 

metre rolls the tape has a rubber 

adhesive backing that allows you 

to stick on to almost any surface with 

the exception of plastics or anything 

containing plasticizers. VELCRO® Brand 

rolls are ideal for those who use the 

fastener in large volumes and offer a 

cost-effective solution to many 

fastening requirements.

VELCRO® Brand One-Wrap
One Wrap ® is the ultimate, reusable, 

back to back self-gripping tape. It has 

a low profile loop on one side and 

plastic hooks on the other. VELCRO® 

Brand ONE-WRAP® straps are 

available to buy on 25-metre rolls. The 

strap can be cut to any length and will 

never peel. ONE-WRAP® straps are 

perfect for creating reusable ties for 

cables around the home, garden or 

office. It is strong enough to hold but 

will not damage any wires.
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VELCRO® BRAND ALFA-LOK™ FASTENER
•The VELCRO® Brand ALFA-LOK™ fastener is a strong, self-engaging 

tape and is easy to use. The quadrilobal mushroom shape of the tape 

ensures a firm and reliable connection. Our

•ALFA-LOK™ fastener is self-engaging and multidirectional: it can be 

engaged at any position pressing the two parts together firmly.

•VELCRO® Brand ALFA-LOK™ fasteners have been for use in a wide 

range of applications from solar panels, signage and exhibition stands 

to fix the interior in trains, cars or busses.

MORE INFORMATION

MORE INFORMATION

TEXACRO®
TEXACRO® hook and loop tapes are manufactured Velcro 

Industries. They offer a cost alternative to the VELCRO® 

Brand tape when used in a low cycle environment.

MORE INFORMATION

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

CONTACT HILLCROFT NORTH WEST 

01772 641818

https://s23775.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/sites/25/2017/10/VELCRO%C2%AE-Brand-ALFA-LOK%E2%84%A2-Fastener.pdf
https://s23775.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/sites/25/2018/02/VELCRO%C2%AE-Brand-Professional-Series-Trade-Range.pdf
https://s23775.pcdn.co/wp-content/uploads/sites/25/2015/03/VELCRO%C2%AE-Brand-Adhesives.pdf

